TIME IN/&
PSYCHOANALYSIS
SIXTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE
CORNELL PSYCHOANALYSIS READING GROUP

March 20th
10:00-11:45
"Outside Time: Atemporality and the Timeless Subject"
Moderator: Paul Fleming (Cornell)

13:00-14:30
"Reading and Rereading in Psychoanalytic Time"
Moderator: Andrea Mendoza (Cornell)

14:45-16:00
"Living and Dying in Analysis"
Moderator: Cathy Caruth (Cornell)

March 21st
10:00-11:45
"The Time is Out of Joint: Act, Event, Ding"
Moderator: Elke Siegel (Cornell)

13:00-14:30
"Mourning & Absence in More than One Language"
Moderator: Philip Lorenz (Cornell)

14:45-16:00
"The Ends of Analysis: Messianism & Apocalypse"
Moderator: Yahya Madra (Boğaziçi University)

KEYNOTE, 16:30
"PSYCHOANALYSIS, TIME, BIOPOWER"
A. Kiarina Kordela (Macalester College)

PLENARY, 16:30
"SUSPENDED TIME: THE SPECULATIVE MYTHOLOGY OF THE DEATH DRIVE"
Tracy McNulty (Cornell)

This event is sponsored by GPSAFC, the Frank H.T. Rhodes Chair, and the following departments: Romance Studies, English, Performing and Media Arts, German Studies, the Institute for German Cultural Studies, French Studies, the Society for the Humanities, History, Comparative Literature, and History of Art.
The event is free and open to the public.